
Screening Process for New Members
Workspace
Create a split screen on your computer.

In a browser window open Facebook and open our group.

In a browser window open our Google Form, (FB Group Screening.
(See screenshots below)

In another window open the church membership directory PDF.

Invited by Group Admins
Whomever an admin invites are automatically approved and become part of the group.
They do not see the Membership Questions and are not given an opportunity to agree to
the group rules. Admins are encouraged to invite their friends by sharing the link to the
group. Admins should not use the Invite button on the group page.

Invited by Member
When an existing group member invites a friend to join, the friend is immediately placed
in the Membership Requested queue without even seeing the invite. Therefore the friend
has not answered the Membership Questions or agreed to the group rules. The friend
may not even be interested in the group. So we leave those invites alone. Facebook will
remind them that they have an invite waiting.

If an invite is over a week old with no activity then an admin may Decline the request. A
Declined user can always apply again.

● Open the Member Request queue.
● Select Invited from the left menu and click “Invited by Member”
● At the top right change “Suggested” to “Oldest First”
● Look for requests that are a week old. Decline as needed.

Requested to Join
When a Facebook user requests to join the group, they usually fall into 2 types, those
that agree to the group rules and those that miss agreeing to the rules.



Requested to Join - “Agreed to Rules”
● Open the Member Request queue.
● Select Rules from the left menu and click “Agreed to Rules”
● At the top right change “Suggested” to “Newest First”

For 922 Ministry Members
● Look for any applicants who claim to be members of our church.
● Check their name again the membership roster.
● If they are a member, Approve them.
● Do not enter them in the Google Form unless they have a unique or interesting

answer to “What do you hope to get out of this group?”
● If they are not on the roster, email Pastor Michael and include:

○ Their name
○ Their Facebook profile URL
○ Their answers to the membership questions
○ That they were approved to join our online group
○ (Don’t forget to approve them in Facebook)

For Non-Members
● Others that are not church members but agreed to the group rules, proceed with

the screening process as normal and fill out the Google form.
● It is ok if they don’t answer the 2 questions: “How did you hear…” and “What do

you hope to get out of…”



Requested to Join - “No Response”
This process should be done only once a day to allow time for applicants to respond to
messages and Facebook reminders.

● Open the Member Request queue.
● Select Rules from the left menu and click “No Response”
● Select Invited from the left menu and click “Requested to Join”
● At the top right change “Suggested” to “Oldest First”
● If a person is in the queue for 5+ days, decline their request. They can reapply.
● If a person is in the queue for 3 days, send a reminder message.
● If a person is in the queue for 1 day, send a reminder message.
● Send a reminder to the applicant by clicking on the 3 dot menu (next to Decline)

and select Message.
○ An example reminder: Good evening!  Thank you for requesting to join

[insert group name]!  When you have a moment, can you please confirm
you agree with the group rules?  It is showing on my end that you did not
answer that question yet. Thank you!

● Those that message back agreeing to the rules may be processed normally
following the Google form.

● Those that do not respond stay in the queue until day 5+.
No need to track who was sent a reminder message.



Screenshots for Reference








